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Details of Visit:

Author: Jhawk
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 12 Dec 2013 12:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.sexmachinekim.com
Phone: 07835234485

The Premises:

Basement flat, two bedrooms. OK for the purpose and discrete entrance. Felt safe.

The Lady:

Andrea, attractive blonde.
Jessie-Jo, Rebecca Ryder.

The Story:

These parties are advertised as being predominantly swingers events where they 'allow' a few
paying single males to attend. It isn't the case - they are sex parties plain & simple with three
working girls and around twelve paying guys at each party. The odd swinging couple may turn up
but that is the exception rather then the rule from what I can see. So these are no different in theory
to the sex parties run by Pam or Limelight.

I first attended one of their parties at their other venue in Blackheath a couple of months ago. It was
'OK' but nothing special. The venue was a terraced house on a small estate and not particularly
discrete. What surprised me was the overall lack of hospitality or organisation. Nowhere to hang
clothes, they were just dumped on the floor. No towels, no refreshment offered, no food. Each
'guest' was just given a small bottle of water and then effectively told to get on with it.

I wasn't too impressed but decided to give them a second chance yesterday at their other venue in
Victoria. It proved to be not a lot different. I arrived (together with another guest) about ten minutes
before the party was due to start (as the organisers request) to be told to come back a bit later as
the girls were 'not ready'. Hardly a great start. A bit later we went back and the first thing is you are
asked for the money (£70). Once that's out of the way the receptionist simply pointed towards the
bedrooms and said the girls are through there. I didn't know her name and she just sat throughout
the whole event basically smoking and not interested in engaging with any of the customers. Once
again no food or refreshments, not even a bottle of water offered this time.
In terms of the girls, Andrea is nice enough (she had also been at the Blackheath party) and I went
with her.
As for the others, well Jessie-Jo seemed more interested in talking than anything else. It's clear that
she views herself as some sort of superstar. I know she was some form of 'model' in the past but in
my opinion her best days are certainly behind her. As for Rebecca, well OK if you like your girls
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really large but I don't.

Overall another disappointing party and I bailed out just after the hour was up - I simply didn't want
to be there anymore which about says it all.
There are much better value parties than these with nicer girls and much better hospitality. I won't
be going back.
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